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This paper uses a lifecycle approach to analyze potential air quality impacts of hydrogen and
gasoline use in light duty vehicles. The analysis is conducted for scenarios in 2005 and 2025
in Sacramento, California for CO, NOx, VOC, and PM10. Three natural gas-based hydrogen
supply pathways are analyzed: onsite hydrogen production via small-scale steam methane
reforming (SMR), central large-scale hydrogen production via SMR with gaseous hydrogen
pipeline delivery, and central hydrogen production via SMR with liquid hydrogen truck
delivery. These are compared to gasoline pathways with current and advanced technolo-
gies, in terms of lifecycle air quality impacts. The centralized/pipeline hydrogen pathway
reduces pollution the most, followed by the onsite hydrogen production pathway and the
centralized hydrogen production with liquid hydrogen truck delivery. Gasoline pathway
scenarios, even with advanced new gasoline vehicles, would lead to much higher ambient
concentrations of pollutants than any of the hydrogen pathways, producing 273 times
greater CO, 88 times greater VOC, 8 times greater PM10, and 3.5 times greater NOx concen-
trations than those caused by the centralized/pipeline hydrogen pathway.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Petroleum-powered vehicles emit large amounts of criteria pollutants and, as a result, account for a significant fraction of
urban air pollution in the US. For example, on-road motor vehicles were estimated to contribute 31–39% of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), 34–62% of nitrogen oxides (NOx), and 4–6% of particulates (PM10) to annual ambient concentrations in
Sacramento, California in 2005 (Wang et al., 2008). Because of the close proximity to people, current mobile emission sources
are likely to cause human health damage and significant social costs (ExternE, 1998; McCubbin and Delucchi, 1996; Delucchi
and McCubbin, 2004).

To mitigate concerns about urban air pollution, zero emission vehicle (ZEV) mandates have been enacted in California
(California Air Resources Board, 2008). Hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) are a promising ZEV option, offering good perfor-
mance, rapid refueling, diverse primary sources for hydrogen fuel, and the potential for very low lifecycle emissions of green-
house gases and criteria pollutant emissions (Ogden et al., 2004; Jacobson et al., 2005). Colella et al. (2005) examined the
potential change in US primary emissions and energy use from adopting a hydrogen FCV fleet, using a lifecycle analysis
(LCA) of alternative fuel supply chains. However, very few studies have examined the changes in ambient concentrations
(not just emissions) of pollutants resulting from hydrogen supply pathways (Ogden et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007a,b).

Although hydrogen vehicles emit no criteria pollutants, there are ‘‘upstream” emissions associated with hydrogen trans-
portation fuel, from producing, compressing, liquefying, and delivering hydrogen. This study develops hydrogen transporta-
. All rights reserved.
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tion scenarios for Sacramento, California, and investigates three hypothetical natural gas-based hydrogen pathways in terms
of the resulting changes in urban air quality. Only primary pollutants directly emitted from sources are included. No second-
ary atmospheric formation of pollutants like secondary particulate matter or ozone is considered.

We also compare hydrogen scenarios to petroleum pathways with gasoline and diesel vehicles. For simplicity, we use the
term ‘‘gasoline pathway” to refer to the petroleum-based fuel pathway, including both gasoline and diesel. Unlike hydrogen
pathways, where all emissions of criteria pollutants take place upstream of the vehicle, with a gasoline pathway vehicle
operation plays an important role. Therefore, our focus is on estimating contributions of gasoline vehicle emissions to urban
air pollution, although we also include some upstream gasoline pathway steps like gasoline-delivery truck emissions. The
current 2005 light duty (LD) gasoline fleet is used as a reference. To assess the impact of improved gasoline technologies,
we compare the 2005 reference case to a projected 2025 light duty gasoline fleet.

In this paper, ground-level concentrations for four pollutants, carbon monoxide (CO), NOx, VOC, and PM10, are estimated,
allowing us to compare air quality impacts among three hydrogen supply pathways and four gasoline pathway scenarios.

2. Hydrogen supply pathway scenarios

From a lifecycle analysis (LCA) perspective, we estimate regional air quality impacts for three different hydrogen produc-
tion and delivery pathways, based on steam methane reforming (SMR) of natural gas, which is currently the most common
approach to producing hydrogen. To link hydrogen pathways to ambient air quality in urban Sacramento, California, we de-
velop a methodological framework (Fig. 1). For more details, see Wang et al. (2007a,b).
Emission inventories

Atmospheric dispersion
model (ISCST3)

Typical meteorological
year profile (TMY2)

Air quality
impact

Hydrogen supply schemes

Regional hydrogen
demand

Emission factors:
extracted from GREET1.7

Spatial layout of hydrogen
pathway steps

Fig. 1. Methodological framework for analysis of hydrogen pathway scenarios.



Table 1
Hydrogen demand/supply assumptions for hydrogen pathway scenarios

Basic assumptions Scenario 1 Scenario 2

LD gasoline vehicle population (2000)1 1.114 million
Number of added hydrogen FCVs 111,400 278,600
Hydrogen fuel demand 78,000 kg/day 195,000 kg/day
Number of hydrogen stations 27 66
Fuel economy of the hydrogen FCV 60 miles/kg hydrogen
Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) 15,000 miles/year/vehicle
Hydrogen consumption 0.7 kg/day/vehicle
Hydrogen station size 3000 kg/day
Liquid truck capacity 3000 kg liquid hydrogen

1 The 2000 LD gasoline vehicle population in urbanized Sacramento is calculated as: Sacramento city population � LD vehicle ownership = 1.393
million � 0.8 vehicles/person = 1.114 million. The Sacramento city population is obtained from the 2000 US Census (US Census Bureau, 2006).
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2.1. Regional hydrogen demand

Estimating the regional demand for hydrogen is the first step in the analysis. We use the urbanized Sacramento conven-
tional gasoline light duty (LD) fleet in 2000 as the baseline. We consider two scenarios (shown in Table 1). Scenario 1 as-
sumes a hydrogen system with 111,400 fuel cell vehicles, a number equal to 10% of the LD gasoline fleet in urbanized
Sacramento in 2000. Similarly, scenario 2 assumes introduction of 278,600 fuel cell vehicles (25% of the gasoline fleet in
urbanized Sacramento in 2000). We are not replacing gasoline vehicles with hydrogen FCVs in these scenarios: we add
hydrogen vehicles and hydrogen supply systems to the region, and estimate the incremental effect on ambient air pollutant
concentrations. Because we consider only physical transport of pollutants, the background ambient pollution levels do not
influence the results for the incremental ambient concentrations due to hydrogen vehicles.

2.2. Hydrogen supply schemes

For each hydrogen scenario, we assume that hydrogen supply meets steady-state regional hydrogen demand on a daily
basis. The following three hypothetical hydrogen supply pathways are investigated, all based on steam methane reforming
Dispensing FCV operationCompression

emissions

SMR reformer

Onsite reforming facility

emissions

NG extraction
& cleanup

Long-distance pipeline transport

Fig. 2. Onsite pathway with distributed production.
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Fig. 3. Pipeline pathway with centralized production and gaseous hydrogen delivery.
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Fig. 4. Truck pathway with centralized production and liquid hydrogen delivery.
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(SMR) of natural gas and likely to be the lowest cost near-term options of supplying hydrogen over the next few decades
(National Research Council, 2004): (1) onsite pathway, with hydrogen production at refueling stations (Fig. 2); (2) pipeline
pathway, with centralized hydrogen production and gaseous hydrogen pipeline delivery systems (Fig. 3); and (3) truck path-
way, with centralized hydrogen production and liquid hydrogen (LH2) truck delivery systems (Fig. 4).

For simplicity, emissions associated with electricity used for compressing, liquefying, or transporting hydrogen are not
shown in Figs. 2–4, although they are included in our calculations of emissions.
Refueling station FCV operation

emissions

H2 production

emissions

NG extraction
& cleanup

Pipeline transport

Central H2 plant
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Coal extraction Rail transport

emissions
emissions

Power plant Elec transmission
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Oil extraction Tanker delivery Storage Truck distribution Gas station
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emissions
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Fig. 5. Integrated natural gas to hydrogen pathways (with liquid hydrogen truck delivery and diesel fuel use in delivery trucks).
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2.3. Spatial layout of hydrogen pathway steps

The lifecycle emissions associated with each hydrogen pathway are used to determine the impact on urban air quality
within the Sacramento region. Lifecycle emissions include all the emissions involved in producing and delivering hydrogen
to vehicles, as well as emissions from electricity generation (for hydrogen compression or liquefaction) and diesel fuel com-
bustion (in hydrogen delivery trucks). Fig. 5 illustrates the various steps in the fuel lifecycle of one of the three integrated
natural gas to hydrogen pathways considered (Wang and Delucchi, 2005). The parts of the system included in this analysis
are enclosed by the dashed line. The parts outside the dashed line are assumed to be either remote enough or low-emitting
enough to have little or no impact on air quality in urban Sacramento. Because emissions outside the ‘‘dashed lines” could
impact air quality in regions outside the Sacramento area, by focusing on the Sacramento region, our method tends to under-
estimate the ‘‘global” impact of the hydrogen pathway.

The spatial locations of emission sources have a strong influence on the regional air pollutant concentrations. We assume
particular spatial locations for each step of the hydrogen pathway: natural gas extraction, hydrogen production, hydrogen
delivery, refueling stations, and hydrogen vehicle operation. The spatial layout of the hypothetical stations and hydrogen
plant (for scenario 1) is shown in Fig. 6. It is similar for scenario 2, except that the number of stations is different. Emission
locations of each pathway step are separated as:
Fig. 6. Spatial layout of refueling stations, central plant, and air quality receptors (scenario 1).
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(1) Natural gas extraction and transport. Natural gas fields are located far from Sacramento, and therefore the impacts
of natural gas extraction and pipeline transport on air quality in urban Sacramento are neglected;

(2) Centralized hydrogen production. A central hydrogen production plant is assumed to be near existing natural gas-
fired power plants in south Sacramento, and is treated as a point source of emissions;

(3) Refueling stations. Sites for hydrogen stations are chosen from among existing gasoline station locations in Sacra-
mento. Hydrogen station sites are selected to minimize the average travel time from home to the closest station
for all customers, given a certain number of stations. Customer locations are approximated using traffic analysis zones
(TAZs). The method employs geographic information system (GIS) data and optimization techniques (Nicholas, 2004);

(4) Onsite hydrogen production at refueling stations. Emissions associated with hydrogen production from small steam
reformers at refueling stations occur at the station sites. They are assumed to be point sources of emissions;

(5) Hydrogen delivery. Heavy heavy-duty diesel-fueled trucks (HHDTs) delivering liquid hydrogen are mobile sources of
emissions. Liquid hydrogen (LH2) trucks are assumed to travel on real-world highways and the actual route that each
truck follows from the central hydrogen plant to the station is determined using GIS data on a minimum travel time
basis. The number of truck trips is estimated based on the assumed station size and truck capacity (Table 1). At the
steady state, the road segments of the truck routes are treated as thin-and-long area sources of emissions;

(6) Electricity for hydrogen compression and liquefaction. Actual locations of electric power plants in the Sacramento
area are used to estimate incremental emissions associated with electricity for hydrogen compression or liquefaction
at the hydrogen plant. Electric power plants are treated as point sources of emissions; and

(7) Vehicle operation. Hydrogen vehicle operation is assumed to emit no criteria air pollutants (Ogden et al., 1999),
meaning vehicle locations are not important for the analysis.
2.4. Lifecycle emission inventories

By using information on both emission rates and locations, we can develop a spatially deterministic emission inventory,
an important input to the subsequent air quality model. We consider the following direct emission sources/sites: hydrogen
plant or onsite production stations, electric power plants, and diesel delivery-trucks (Fig. 5). Note that electricity consumed
in both the primary hydrogen pathway and sub-pathways is assumed to come from the average power mix for Sacramento.
No matter where the electricity is used, its associated emissions are assumed to be occurring at the power plants which are
treated as point sources.

Four primary types of emissions, CO, NOx, VOC, and PM10, are considered. We do not account for re-entrainment of PM10

and other particulates from tire wear and brake wear. The data on emission factors and energy consumption are extracted
from GREET1.7, a full fuel cycle energy use and emissions model (GREET1.7, 2006). We assume that hydrogen energy pro-
duction corresponds to the 2005 technology represented in GREET1.7.

2.5. The ISC model and TMY2 dataset

To estimate atmospheric concentrations of pollutants, we employ a steady state Gaussian plume dispersion model, Indus-
trial Source Complex Short Term (ISCST3), maintained by US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (ISCST3, 2006). This
model can include point, area, volume, and open pit sources of pollution. Line sources of pollution can be approximated
as a sequence of long, thin area or volume sources (US Environmental Protection Agency, 1995). This model also can be used
to assess air pollution from a variety of sources simultaneously.

By using our estimated emission inventories as input to the ISCST3 model, along with typical meteorological condition
data inputs, we can estimate the impacts of hydrogen pathways on urban air quality. The Typical Meteorological Year
(TMY2) dataset, developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), consists of months selected from 30 years
(from 1961 through 1990) to form a hypothetical complete year, so it is the statistically most typical meteorological condi-
tion rather than the worst-case conditions (TMY2, 2006). We use Sacramento County TMY2 data to represent the whole re-
gion. The air quality prediction results associated with TMY2 conditions would be statistically meaningful for a future year.

For benchmarking, we compare our estimates for incremental impacts of hydrogen pathways to actual air quality data
from EPA monitoring stations. We estimate air pollutant concentrations at the nine air monitoring stations officially main-
tained within or near urban Sacramento (Fig. 6) (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2006).

3. Gasoline pathway scenarios

3.1. Overview of gasoline pathway scenarios

Gasoline and diesel fuels produced from petroleum and used in internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles are examined.
For simplicity, we use the term ‘‘gasoline pathway” to refer to the petroleum-based fuel pathway, including both gasoline
and diesel: about 1.5% of LD vehicles were running on diesel in Sacramento in 2005 (EMFAC2007, 2007).

From a lifecycle analysis perspective, a petroleum-based fuel pathway gives rise to a series of emissions occurring at var-
ious locations. The dashed line area (Fig. 7) shows the portion of the gasoline pathway lifecycle system that is included in this
analysis, because these stages are located within the Sacramento metropolitan region.
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Vehicle operation accounts for the majority of air pollution impacts for a petroleum-based transportation system, for both
current and future technologies. In this analysis, as illustrated in Fig. 7, we include only emissions from vehicles and fuel
delivery trucks. We exclude upstream emissions from crude oil extraction and refineries, as well as from the electricity
sub-pathways, because these are mostly or totally located outside the Sacramento region (refineries are located in Richmond
and Martinez, California). We also exclude emissions associated with the gasoline terminal storage and the small amounts of
VOC emitted at gasoline service stations, because these are quite small in our scenarios.

The primary focus of gasoline pathway analysis is on gasoline vehicle operation, although fuel delivery is given important
consideration. Therefore, our analysis understates air quality impacts of the gasoline pathway scenario. Including upstream
and neglected within-Sacramento emissions would make the hydrogen pathway scenarios even more favorable by compar-
ison. Thus, this approach is a conservative one that gives the ‘‘benefit of the doubt” to conventional fuels.

3.2. Gasoline fleets considered

We include all light duty vehicles, defined as 8500 lbs or less. These are categorized as vehicle classes 1–4 in EMFAC2007,
which are part of a total of 13 vehicle classes defined in the EMFAC2007 model (EMFAC2007, 2007).

The following four light duty (LD) fleets running on roads in the six-county Sacramento metropolitan area are included
here. Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and the fleet compositions are extracted from EMFAC2007 using its default assumptions.
We choose these four cases, including both current and advanced gasoline technologies:

(1) Year 2005 on-road light duty fleet, which includes a mix of 1,510,255 vehicles from 1965–2005;
(2) Year 2005 new light duty fleet, which includes the 95,874 vehicles (the number of new vehicles in 2005);
(3) Year 2025 on-road light duty fleet, which includes a mix of projected 2,091,542 vehicles from 1981–2025; and
(4) Year 2025 new light duty fleet, which includes the 127,802 vehicles (the projected number of new vehicles in 2025).

3.3. Methodology

The modeling domain (the Sacramento metropolitan area) comprises the six counties – Sacramento, Yolo, Sutter, Yuba,
Placer, and El Dorado – that correspond to the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG).

To estimate air quality impacts of gasoline pathways, we use a series of models including the regulatory emissions model,
transportation planning model, gridded emission inventory model, and air quality model. The methodology is presented in a
flow chart showing the model running sequence (Fig. 8). The procedure is briefly described as follows (Wang et al., 2008).

3.3.1. The EMFAC model
The EMFAC2007 model is the California mobile source emissions model which calculates emission inventories for motor

vehicles operating on roads in California (EMFAC2007, 2007). We use the EMFAC model for several purposes. As stated ear-
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Fig. 8. Methodological framework and model running sequence for gasoline fleet scenarios.
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lier, we extract LD fleet data for both 2005 and 2025 from EMFAC. We also run EMFAC2007 to provide emission rates for the
predefined four vehicle classes noted above. The following types of air pollutants and their associated emission processes are
considered: CO, NOx, total organic gases (TOGs) or VOC, and PM10. Note that we do not account for re-entrainment of PM10

and other particulates from tire wear and brake wear (which should be largely constant across gasoline and hydrogen vehi-
cles). Because gasoline vehicles produce very small amounts of PM10 relative to other sources, we focus on the other three
pollutants. For TOG or VOC, we account for both vehicle tailpipe exhaust and vehicle evaporative emissions. For the other
pollutants, we just consider direct tailpipe emissions.

The default values in the EMFAC2007 model, which we use, likely overestimate future emissions under some special con-
ditions. This is because the default values are based on an increasing proportion of vehicles being classified in the most strin-
gent regulatory categories that exist today (PZEV and SULEV), but even more stringent emission categories and overall
emission reductions are likely to be required in the future. Indeed, a new emission reduction rulemaking process for vehicles
is already planned for 2009–2010. If emissions are reduced further than indicated by the EMFAC model, then the gasoline
pathway will not be as inferior to hydrogen as is found in this study. However, the differences we find between the hydrogen
and gasoline pathways are so huge, as indicated later, that the overall conclusions of this paper are not sensitive to concerns
about overestimation of gasoline vehicle emissions by the EMFAC model.

3.3.2. The CONVIRS and IRS models
The application of CONVIRS4 reformats and sorts the emission rates generated by EMFAC, and then IRS4 calculates fleet

average emission rates. In this step, vehicle class weights are used to define the fleet of interest, and weighted average emis-
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sion rates for the special fleet are derived. The vehicle class weights are usually the proportions of VMT by each vehicle class
in the fleet (Caltrans, 2001). Because we are only interested in LD fleets, the vehicle class weights for classes other than 1–4
are set to zero. This produces a new LD fleet averaged emission factor, which is applied throughout the region.

3.3.3. The SACMET model
We employ data on the regional transportation networks and activities from a traditional four-step travel demand model,

SACMET2005, which gives spatially detailed traffic flows for each road link in the six-county Sacramento metropolitan area,
for several multi-hour time periods for a typical weekday (DKS Associates, 2002; SACMET2005, 2005).

3.3.4. The DTIM model
The Direct Travel Impact Model (DTIM4.02), maintained by the California Department of Transportation, is capable of

generating hourly, gridded emission inventories to address temporal and spatial distributions of motor vehicle emissions
(Caltrans, 2001). Running DTIM is based on two prerequisite inputs: transportation networks and activities from SACMET
and LD fleet average emission rates from IRS. We divide the modeling domain into 48400 (220 � 220) grid cells at a
1 � 1 km resolution, and then run DTIM to assign regional emissions to these grid cells by hour to address the temporal
and spatial differences, which are important to the subsequent atmospheric dispersion model.

3.3.5. The ISC model and TMY2 dataset (revisited)
Following DTIM, we run the Gaussian dispersion model ISCST3. Grid-based emissions from LD vehicles are treated as area

sources of pollution. Air pollutant receptors are the same as those for the hydrogen pathways (Fig. 6). By inputting the 24
hourly dynamic (time-varying) emission rates of the grid cell area sources to the ISCST3 model, along with typical meteo-
rological year (TMY2) data inputs, we can estimate the impacts of mobile sources on urban air quality.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Incremental concentrations caused by hydrogen pathways

We compare onsite, pipeline, and truck pathways looking at CO, NOx, VOC, and PM10. To better represent a typical pol-
lution level caused by hydrogen pathways, we estimate the annual mean incremental concentrations to ambient pollution
due to hydrogen pathways, averaged over the nine receptors (Table 2), although environmental impacts vary with receptor
site.

All hydrogen pathways would result in negligible pollution levels, compared to current ambient measurements (last col-
umn of Table 2). The incremental pollution differs across hydrogen pathways. Among the hydrogen supply options, it is
found that the central SMR with pipeline delivery systems is the lowest-pollution option available, provided the hydrogen
production plant is located to avoid transport of pollutants into the city via prevailing winds. The onsite hydrogen pathway is
almost comparable to the central hydrogen pathway with pipeline delivery systems in terms of the resulting air pollution.
Both pathways are very clean. The truck pathway also results in extremely low pollution levels, although they are higher
than concentrations resulting from the other two hydrogen pathways. Most emissions for the truck pathway are from diesel
trucks delivering liquid hydrogen and electricity used to liquefy the hydrogen.

The onsite pathway and the pipeline pathway result in very similar ground-level pollution levels, especially in terms of
VOC and PM10. However, the onsite pathway leads to more CO and less NOx pollution than the pipeline pathway. This makes
sense because CO tends to be released from incomplete combustion or partial oxidation, which is more likely to occur at a
small-scale onsite station, whereas NOx tends to be released from large stationary sources resulting from combustion, e.g., to
produce the high temperature steam which is used in the central hydrogen plant or in a power plant.

In contrast to the pipeline pathway, the incremental pollution due to each of the other two hydrogen pathways is not
exactly proportional to regional hydrogen demand, denoted by the number of hydrogen FCVs served (Table 2). When the
Table 2
Annual mean incremental concentrations due to hydrogen pathway scenarios

Pollutant # of FCVs
served

Onsite pathway
(lg/m3)

Pipeline pathway
(lg/m3)

Truck pathway
(lg/m3)

Sac. 2000 ambient
measurement (lg/m3)

CO 111,400 0.0047 0.0032 0.0085 640
278,600 0.0142 0.0079 0.0233

NOx 111,400 0.0065 0.0090 0.0191 56.6 (NO2)
278,600 0.0197 0.0224 0.0539

VOC 111,400 0.0004 0.0004 0.0011 74.8 (NMOC)
278,600 0.0013 0.0011 0.0033

PM10 111,400 0.0005 0.0005 0.0009 22.5
278,600 0.0015 0.0012 0.0023

Source: Wang et al. (2007a).



Table 3
Annual mean incremental concentrations (i.e., C1) resulting from the four LD fleets

On-road 2025 LD fleet New 2025 LD fleet On-road 2005 LD fleet2 New 2005 LD fleet

# of gasoline vehicles 2,091,542 127,802 1,510,255 95,874
VMT (miles/day) 66,498,532 6,750,272 51,124,896 5,083,584
CO (lg/m3) 29.78 0.99 113.36 1.39
NOx (lg/m3) 1.335 0.032 5.585 0.068
VOC1 (lg/m3) 2.689 0.042 8.327 0.054
TOG (lg/m3) 2.922 0.046 9.051 0.059
PM10 (lg/m3) 0.261 0.0042 0.173 0.0035

1 VOC concentrations are obtained by scaling the TOG data, as TOG is used in a series of transportation models like EMFAC2007. VOC accounts for 92% of
the mass fraction of TOG on an on-road mobile source basis, derived from on-road mobile emissions data for the Sacramento metropolitan area (California
Air Resources Board, 2007). For non-mobile sources, this mass fraction does not necessarily hold.

2 For example, the resulting concentration for the 2005 on-road LD fleet, shown in column 4 of Table 3, is derived using Eq. 1 as follows:
C1 ¼ C0

VMT0
� VMT1 ¼ C0

57;203;211� 51;124;896 ¼ C0 � 0:894; that is, the concentration results shown in columns 4 are equal to those outputs from our model
running sequence scaled by 0.894. The same approach applies to the other fleets, listed in columns 2–5 of this table.
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hydrogen vehicle population increases by 2.5 times – from 10% to 25% of the 2000 conventional LD fleet – the pollution ratio
increases by slightly over 2.5 times. For the pipeline pathway, pollution levels are exactly 2.5 times greater when the hydro-
gen vehicle population increases by 2.5 times, as we assume that the natural gas to hydrogen conversion efficiency remains
constant as hydrogen demand goes up, holding the electric generation resource mix constant.

4.2. Air pollutant concentrations caused by gasoline vehicle operation

Air pollutant emissions depend heavily on the magnitude of vehicle miles traveled (VMT). In our modeling, we use the
SACMET2005 model for traffic flow data, which is appropriate for 2005 traffic conditions only. SACMET2005 gives us an esti-
mate of the number of vehicle miles traveled by all vehicle types including light duty vehicles plus heavy duty vehicles and
buses. But in our gasoline fleet scenarios, we want to model LD vehicle traffic flows in two different years: 2005 and 2025.
First we define a base VMT level, VMT0, which is equal to the number of vehicle miles traveled by all vehicle types in 2005;
then, we use a scaling method to account for the VMT variability for various gasoline fleet scenarios.

Recall that the travel activity level represented by SACMET2005 is used in the methodology (flow chart in Fig. 8). This
means when we use our methodology for various fleet scenarios, the regional transportation activity level (say VMT) for
2005 is always used by default; that is, the procedure automatically keeps VMT and traffic flows unchanged for any fleet
mix modeled. To make the framework more broadly applicable, we define the scaled concentration C1 as
1 VM
Sacram
activity
framew
operatin
from EM
C1 ¼
C0

VMT0
� VMT1; ð1Þ
where C1 refers to the concentration resulting from the LD fleet of interest and C0 refers to the concentration output from our
model running sequence (Fig. 8). C0 represents the predicted concentration resulting from the hypothetical LD fleet whose
travel activity level is assumed to be equal to VMT0

1. Table 3 presents estimated annual mean incremental concentrations to
ambient pollution resulting from the four LD fleet scenarios, averaged over the nine receptors.

To compare with hydrogen pathways, the concentrations in Table 3 are further scaled to make the number of LD vehicles
for each gasoline fleet scenario equal to the number of FCVs served by a hydrogen pathway. Table 4 presents estimated an-
nual mean incremental concentrations to ambient pollution due to gasoline vehicle operation, averaged over the nine recep-
tors. Given the same number of vehicles or on a per vehicle basis, the on-road 2025 LD fleet results in much less pollution,
with the exception of PM10, than the on-road 2005 LD fleet. Similarly, for a scenario year, the new LD vehicle fleet would lead
to much lower concentrations than the on-road fleet, assuming the same vehicle population. On one hand, this reflects pro-
gress in technologies and standards in California. On the other hand, the energy consumption and emission performance of a
conventional vehicle deteriorates as the vehicle age or mileage increases. Thus, fleet turnover is conducive to reducing vehi-
cle emissions and improving urban air quality.

On a per vehicle basis, a new vehicle of the model year 2025 is cleaner than a new vehicle of the model year 2005 in terms
of the resulting concentrations of all four pollutants. However, PM10 concentrations for the model year 2025 vehicle are just
slightly lower than for the model year 2005 vehicle, because the EMFAC model assumes minimal improvements in reducing
particulate matter from LD vehicles.
T0 = 57,203,211 miles/day refers to vehicle miles traveled for all the vehicles, composed of vehicle classes 1–13 defined in EMFAC2007, operating in the
ento metropolitan area in 2005. The number is obtained from EMFAC2007 by adding up VMT for six individual counties. This level of traffic flow and

corresponds to that represented by the travel demand model SACMET2005 and is a very important metric, as our estimation is built upon the
ork of the SACMET2005 model; and VMT1 refers to VMT for a light duty fleet, composed of vehicle classes 1–4 only, projected or observed to be
g in the Sacramento metropolitan area in 2005 or 2025; e.g., VMT1 = 51,124,896 miles/day for the on-road LD fleet in 2005. The numbers are obtained
FAC2007 by adding up LD vehicle VMT for six counties.



Table 4
Estimated annual mean incremental concentrations due to gasoline vehicle operation

Pollutant # of gasoline
vehicles

On-road 2025 LD fleet
(lg/m3)

New 2025 LD fleet
(lg/m3)

On-road 2005 LD fleet
(lg/m3)

New 2005 LD fleet
(lg/m3)

CO 111,400 1.5860 0.8629 8.3618 1.6153
278,600 3.9665 2.1581 20.9119 4.0397

NOx 111,400 0.0711 0.0276 0.4120 0.0787
278,600 0.1778 0.0690 1.0304 0.1969

VOC 111,400 0.1432 0.0370 0.6143 0.0631
278,600 0.3581 0.0925 1.5362 0.1579

PM10 111,400 0.0139 0.0037 0.0128 0.0040
278,600 0.0347 0.0092 0.0319 0.0101
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4.3. Treatment of gasoline-delivery trucks

The treatment of trucks delivering gasoline fuel has a minor effect on ambient air quality, since their emissions are dwar-
fed by the emissions from the vehicles fueled by their delivered fuel.

Major oil refineries serving the Sacramento metropolitan area are located outside the local airshed in Richmond and Mar-
tinez, California. Gasoline comes to Sacramento via pipeline, is stored in terminals near urban Sacramento, and is then
trucked from there to refueling stations. If we assume the terminals are about as far away from the stations on average
as the central hydrogen plant, we could simply scale the liquid hydrogen (LH2) truck based concentrations to estimate
the air quality impact of diesel trucks delivering gasoline. The truck emissions estimated for the LH2 truck pathway were
for delivery trucks going to each of 27 (or 66) stations. To do this scaling, we need to know how many deliveries would
be made by gasoline-delivery trucks versus LH2 trucks to fuel the same number of vehicles at these stations.

Table 5 shows estimated annual mean incremental concentrations due to gasoline-delivery truck emissions for each fleet
scenario. For the treatment of gasoline-delivery trucks, we make a simplifying assumption that, on average, a gasoline vehi-
cle (either new or on-road) served by the delivery trucks has the same annual VMT level as a hydrogen FCV, as the air quality
influence of truck delivery is relatively small.

4.4. Comparison of hydrogen and gasoline pathways

The air quality impact of gasoline pathways is taken simply as the sum of incremental concentrations due to both the
gasoline fleet operation and gasoline-delivery trucks. For comparison purposes, we use the metric ‘‘concentration ratio”,
which is defined as the concentration resulting from a hydrogen or gasoline pathway relative to that resulting from the
hydrogen pathway with pipeline delivery systems. Keep in mind that we are comparing the incremental concentrations,
not including any ambient background of CO, VOC, etc. Table 6 summarizes the comparison of concentration ratios relative
to the centralized/pipeline hydrogen pathway, for scenarios of three hydrogen pathways and four LD gasoline pathways,
assuming the same size vehicle population (the results do not change much if we assume the same size VMT level, so in this
paper we only focus on the results corresponding to the same size population).

Using the centralized/pipeline hydrogen pathway with the same vehicle population as the reference scenario, an onsite
hydrogen pathway has an almost identical impact on air quality, especially for VOC and PM10 concentrations. The onsite
pathway would lead to slightly greater CO and lower NOx concentrations, as CO tends to be released from incomplete com-
bustion or partial oxidation that more often occurs at a small-scale onsite station, whereas NOx tends to be released from
large-scale stationary sources related to high temperature processes, such as those found at a central hydrogen or power
plant. The centralized hydrogen production with liquid hydrogen truck delivery is the least clean option among these three
Table 5
Annual mean incremental concentrations due to gasoline-delivery truck emissions

Pollutant # of gasoline
vehicles served

On-road 2025 LD fleet
(lg/m3)

New 2025 LD fleet
(lg/m3)

On-road 2005 LD fleet
(lg/m3)

New 2005 LD fleet
(lg/m3)

CO 111,400 0.0016 0.0015 0.0122 0.0121
278,600 0.0055 0.0054 0.0429 0.0427

NOx 111,400 0.0028 0.0027 0.0138 0.0137
278,600 0.0098 0.0095 0.0486 0.0483

VOC 111,400 0.0003 0.0003 0.0015 0.0015
278,600 0.0010 0.0010 0.0051 0.0051

PM10 111,400 0.0001 0.0001 0.0005 0.0005
278,600 0.0003 0.0003 0.0019 0.0019



Table 6
Comparison of concentration ratios relative to the hydrogen pipeline pathway

Pollutant # of FCVs or gasoline
vehicles

Onsite
pathway

Pipeline
pathway

Truck
pathway

On-road 2025 LD
fleet

New 2025 LD
fleet

On-road 2005 LD
fleet

New 2005 LD
fleet

CO 111,400 1.5 1.0 2.7 502 273 2646 514
278,600 1.8 1.0 2.9 502 273 2648 516

NOx 111,400 0.7 1.0 2.1 8.2 3.4 47 10.3
278,600 0.9 1.0 2.4 8.4 3.5 48 10.9

VOC 111,400 1.0 1.0 2.7 336 87 1443 151
278,600 1.2 1.0 3.1 337 88 1446 153

PM10 111,400 1.0 1.0 1.8 29 7.9 28 9.5
278,600 1.2 1.0 1.9 29 8.0 28 10.0
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means of hydrogen supply, for the four pollutant types examined. The extra energy consumed to liquefy hydrogen plays an
important role, and the diesel-truck delivery also matters in terms of emissions and air pollution.

The gasoline pathways representing the situation today, with the model year 2005 vehicles, would lead to 510 times
greater CO, 150 times greater VOC, 10 times greater PM10, and 10 times greater NOx concentrations than those caused by
the centralized/pipeline hydrogen pathway (Table 6), assuming the same number of vehicles.

The gasoline pathways with the model year 2025 vehicles (advanced gasoline vehicles) would lead to 273 times greater
CO, 88 times greater VOC, 8 times greater PM10, and 3.5 times greater NOx concentrations than those caused by the central-
ized/pipeline hydrogen pathway (Table 6), assuming the same number of vehicles. The resulting CO and VOC pollution is
about two orders of magnitude greater than that of the truck pathway, the least clean hydrogen scenario. Again, the 2025
new-vehicle gasoline pathways cause significantly higher PM10 and NOx pollution than any of the hydrogen pathways. Con-
sidering that we have not included emissions from the gasoline terminal storage and refueling stations, it is safe to say that
hydrogen pathways with commercially available (2005) production technology would be significantly less polluting than
any LD gasoline fleet scenarios examined (assuming either the full on-road fleet or just new vehicles), from a lifecycle anal-
ysis perspective. In short, introducing any of the hydrogen pathways analyzed would improve urban air quality compared to
the 2005 on-road scenario in the following order of concentration ratio: CO > VOC > >NOx > PM10.

For the new fleet scenarios, 2025 vehicles would have far fewer emissions than year 2005 vehicles (except for PM10,
which are only slightly better). Thus, it is not necessary to compare hydrogen pathways with the 2005 new fleets (and, hence,
the on-road fleets in 2005 or 2025), as we have done this for the 2025 new gasoline fleets. That is, the superiority of the
hydrogen pathway scenarios, compared to the best-case gasoline scenario of all-new 2025 vehicles, is even more pro-
nounced when compared to gasoline scenarios involving older vehicles. This reflects the trend of improving vehicle emission
performance over time. Moreover, due to the methodological limitation of directly using travel demand model data (from
SACMET) for air quality research, transportation-related air pollution tends to be underestimated (Wang et al., 2008), indi-
cating that the improvement offered by hydrogen pathways is even greater than shown.

Hydrogen demand is estimated based on the population in urbanized Sacramento, whereas the SACMET2005 modeling
domain is made up of six counties. This is not an inconsistency, as hydrogen vehicles could be running anywhere in the
six counties, and they are zero emission vehicles so that we do not need to locate hydrogen FCVs.

4.5. Further discussion on gasoline vehicle emission trends

For the on-road fleet scenarios, the year 2025 fleet would make dramatic progress in environmental impacts, with the
exception of PM10, over the 2005 fleet (Table 6). The PM10 pollution is the least accurate in the light duty emissions modeling.
Also, PM10 emissions of gasoline vehicles are much less than PM10 emissions from heavy trucks and other stationary sources.

Based on the EMFAC dataset, the level of CO, TOG, and NOx emissions from an on-road LD fleet averaged vehicle would
steadily decrease between 2005 and 2025, on a per-mile-traveled basis. This explains the steady annual improvements in air
quality for the on-road fleet scenarios.

5. Conclusions

We have examined the potential regional air quality impacts of hydrogen transportation fuel from a lifecycle analysis per-
spective, including impacts from fuel production, fuel delivery, and vehicle use. Four pollutants and three hypothetical nat-
ural gas-based hydrogen pathways were examined. We compared these to gasoline pathway scenarios for 2005 and 2025,
respectively. We sequentially applied a series of models to estimate the contributions of light duty gasoline fleets to urban
air pollution using travel forecasting model data.

We found that all the hydrogen pathways analyzed have an extremely low impact on air pollutant concentrations. Cen-
tralized hydrogen production with liquid hydrogen truck delivery is the least clean option among these three means of
hydrogen supply. All the gasoline pathways studied yield much higher pollutant concentrations than the hydrogen path-
ways. The best gasoline scenario, assuming year 2025 advanced gasoline vehicles, would lead to 273 times greater CO, 88
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times greater VOC, 8 times greater PM10, and 3.5 times greater NOx concentrations than those caused by the centralized/
pipeline hydrogen pathway, assuming the same size vehicle population.
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